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Hello!
"To measure is to know. If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it.”
- Lord Kelvin
“You cannot manage what you don’t measure.”
- Peter Drucker
The pages that follow are to act as a guideline for CSR managers to begin thinking about their
organizations from a data driven perspective. There are several key performance indicators
(KPIs) for customer service representatives that you, as a CSR or someone who manages
CSRs, should be familiar with. As a professional, you should be expected to be asked for your
KPIs by your leadership team as a part of their management of the organization.
You need to have answers.
Don’t panic. This isn't rocket surgery.
In this paper, I have broken KPIs for CSRs into five main categories: Agent Demographics,
Performance Metrics, Product Intelligence Metrics, Professionalism Metrics, and Heroic
Measures.
Each section talks a little about the data you need to capture and where you get the data from.
Ideally, you will work for an organization where you will have this data feed into a dashboard
that updates in real-time as changes occur. The data will sit in a relational database where you
can cut reports at will. If not, you will need to do some heavy lifting and get really good at
using Microsoft Excel. For those you in the latter situation, I have presented the data in Excel.
Remember, this is the collection stage. It’s only when this occurs can you start running models
to find correlations and causality and start fine-tuning.
Create and customize the tables you find among these pages. Ask more questions. Ask
diﬀerent questions. Ask outlandish questions. Use this as a starting point to and update to
your situation and adjust its wording based upon how you work and who you work with and
for.
Expand upon it. Shrink it.
Share it. Share with me your success stories and flops.
I want to learn more about you.
(BTW, all photos belong to their copyright owners.)

Thank you,
Bill Corrigan
bill@billcorrigan.com
bill@alphadawn.com
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KPIs for CSRs
“I hate losing more than I love winning. There’s a diﬀerence.”
- Billy Beane
In 2002, Billy Beane, the general manager of the Oakland A’s changed the game of baseball
forever. He did so by focusing on sabermetric principles to obtain undervalued players. If
you’ve watched Moneyball starring Brad Pitt and Jonah Hill then you know what I am talking
about.
If not, then know just this - you need to make decisions based on data, not gut.
Baseball is a business, just like yours.
Baseball has staﬀ, just like you.
Baseball needs to measure performance to make the right staﬃng decisions to be the best in
the world, just like you.
Let’s start taking a look at how to think of your organization from a data driven perspective.
Agent Demographics
Whether you are inheriting a seasoned team or are building one from scratch, you need to
understand the nuances of your agent demographics and how they impact customer service.
I’m not talking about personal demographics such as gender, age, race, etc. I’m talking about
where each CSR works, for whom, with whom, and when. Understand the makeup and break
up of the CSR department. Is it broken into domains? Teams? Squads? How well do the
teams work together? Is it broken up by product? How are cross-product calls handles? How
well do hand-oﬀs go?
What about timezones? Do you have one call center that is staﬀed 24/7/365 from one
location? Do you have regional oﬃces? Do you have remote staﬀ? What about your
customers in Hawai’i? Do they always get the same CSRs on the graveyard shift when they
call?
What about gender? Is it important? Do you have male clients who prefer to speak with
female presenting CSRs? Or do they only want to speak with male presenting CSRs? Same
questions for your female clients. What about age groups? What about language and
accents? Do your customers have a hard time understanding accents? Do your Silent
Generation clients have a hard time understanding the lingo of your GenZ CSR team? Or does
your Millennial client base get turned oﬀ by the Baby Boomers manning your phones?
There are a million questions that are always asked down the line by leadership and we can
only really drill down to answer those questions or to find out opportunities or threats if we
have taken the time to populate fields in our model that captures how we want to cut our
reports.
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Database Build - Step One
Create a list of fields you wish to capture and a description of what the data in that field
represents.

Create your columns to capture the Agent Demographic data you wish to capture.

Source ProTip: Get your HR department to feed your database with agent demographics
from their employee files.
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Performance Metrics
Performance Metrics are just that. This is real quantitative data that measures how well the
CSR performs with regards to their call activity. We want to measure the total percentage of
calls where they resolve the problem in one call, known as "first call resolution”. We want to
know customer wait times, minutes spent on a call, how many calls answered over time. We
want to capture handover rates - those times when an agent needs to transfer a caller to
another agent. We also want to know how many callers just give up by hanging up.
This is hard data that will allow you to identify your star performers and your staﬀ who need
some additional training.
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Database Build - Step Two
Create a list of fields you wish to capture and a description of what the data in that field
represents.

Create your columns to capture the Performance Metrics data you wish to capture.

Source ProTip: Get your CRM to feed your database with Performance Metrics.
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Product Intelligence Metrics
There’s nothing worse than calling a helpline only to find that there are now two people on the
phone talking to each other that are clueless about the product or service you just called for
help with. Clearly your CSRs need to be fully trained on the products and services they help
people with.
They need to be experts.
To be fair, it does take time when onboarded to get up to speed. This is why Product
Intelligence Metrics are a key component to be on top of.

Database Build - Step Three
Create a list of fields you wish to capture and a description of what the data in that field
represents.

The product intelligence metrics takes into account two key factors of a CSRs knowledge.
The first is a measurement of what the knowledge is that the CSR has about a product or
service. This can be calculated by the results of any formal learning that occurred during your
firm’s onboarding of the CSR. Most firms test or even certify candidates before letting them
interact with clients. Some firms use a more informal approach - job shadowing, on the job
training, and even a cold opening - depending solely on a candidates past experience and
willingness to self-teach. As a CSR manager you can also rate your CSRs based on your
interactions with them and adjust to what you believe your CSR percentage of knowledge
should be.
It is important to include all product and services training as well as any training they are
required to have to maintain their jobs. We want to capture the educational bench-strength of
the entire team.
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The second component of the skills tracker is how strong a response a CSR has to training.
This scores just how well or poorly a CSR integrates lessons learnt into their day-to-day
interactions.
This will give you a total product/service knowledge rating.
The formula is the average score of all product proficiencies multiplied by the response to
training score.
To have a clear, organizational awareness of your CSR team’s total bench-strength it is
important to ensure you do not falsely rank any “non-applicable” lessons a 1.000. Those
should still be marked as a 0.000. While it may be true that you have a CSR that only
focuses on clients from one product group, it falsely inflates your organization’s
capabilities if you do not accurately reflect that any one CSR has zero training in a
particular product. If they have zero training, your data must reflect that. It is not a
punishment, it is data.
Next, create your columns to capture the Product Intelligence Metrics data you wish to
capture.

Source ProTip: Get your Learning & Development department’s LMS to feed your database
with product lesson grades from their employee files.
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Professionalism Metrics
Another highly visible aspect of the role of CSR is professionalism. The CSR team represents
the organization and is tasked with interacting with unsatisfied clients. Many times CSRs have
to deal with hostile, irate, or otherwise emotionally compromised people. Many times CSRs
will have to interact directly with VIP clients of the firm who have a direct line to the CEOs
oﬃce.
Professionalism matters.
The skills and behaviors that are most likely to convert an angry, hostile customer into a fan are
the agent’s problem solving skills, listening skills, tone and attitude. It all starts with the
greeting. After that, listening and problem solving will get any CSR through customer
complaints during the call and convert to satisfaction in real-time. For firms sensitive to
revenue generation, up-selling clients during a call is a key skill CSRs need to flex on each call.
Great CSRs have clients praising them and thinking them for helping them out. Let’s capture
that.
Database Build - Step Four
Create a list of fields you wish to capture and a description of what the data in that field
represents.

As you can see, these are qualitative scores that are graded and open to criticism. While
subjectivity comes into place a professional Quality Assurance professional can objectively
grade a performance that is held to a standard. Think of that Ukrainian judge at the Olympics
who always judges a little lower than the rest of the judges. As long as your judgements are
fair and consistent you will be helping CSRs perform better. Sugar coating or boosting scores
does nothing to help your organization.
It must be made clear to CSRs to accept a scoring and that the judgement is beyond reproach.
Arguing the point about a particular score about being perceived as less than professional is
unprofessional. Remind CSRs to continue to do their best and that labels cannot withstand a
person’s character.
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Next, create your columns to capture the Professionalism Metrics data you wish to capture.

Source ProTip: Get your Quality Assurance department to feed your database with scores
from their recorded calls listening exercises and spot checks.
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Heroic Measures
Heroic measures are outlier events that indicate a home run for CSRs.
They are simple answers to the following questions:
1. Are customers calling the hotline and requesting to speak to a specific agent?
- and 2. Are customers calling your organization to help them with an out of scope problem?
For example, you provide such great customer service to a customer regarding their pension,
medical benefits, and life insurance that they where hoping you would be able to help them sell
their house even though your company is not involved in real estate.
These two events should be tracked. They should be used to rate and rank your CSRs and call
them out during your team meeting. If this is happening you should try to replicate the
situation with as many CSRs and customers as possible.
Database Build - Step Five
Create a list of fields you wish to capture and a description of what the data in that field
represents.

What other heroic measures can you think to capture?
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Next, create your columns to capture the Heroic Measures data you wish to capture.

Source ProTip: Get your CSRs to share heroic measures with the team at staﬀ meetings.
More Questions
Make sure you take time to ask as may questions as you can that make sense for what you
and your firm are going through. Here are some sample questions some of my clients are
asking. Keep asking questions!
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Putting It All Together
Once you have your spreadsheet or database completed it will look a little daunting. Don’t
worry, that panic is normal for a first-timer. Data is your friend. With data you will be able to
question, imagine, and create all sorts of opportunities. You will be able to prove to leadership
you need more FTEs, better training, better systems - whatever the data proves out. With data
you will be able to improve and manage like all other high performers do.
Trust me, before you know it you’ll wonder how you ever performed without it!
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